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THE CLERK:  All rise.  Court is back in session. 1

Please be seated.  Calling Case 15-45784, LSC Liquidators.2

THE COURT:  Good morning.  Can I have your3

appearances, please?4

MR. GRASL:  Good morning, your Honor.  Jeffrey Grasl5

on behalf of the movant, UnitedHealthcare.6

MR. KOCHIS:  Good morning, your Honor.  Anthony7

Kochis on behalf of the committee.8

THE COURT:  Good morning.  This is the date and time9

scheduled for UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company's motion to10

amend a sale order.11

MR. GRASL:  Good morning, your Honor. 12

UnitedHealthcare provides health --13

THE COURT:  And just one second because, just so you14

know, I've read everything --15

MR. GRASL:  Okay.16

THE COURT:  -- so I don't need a recitation of the17

facts.18

MR. GRASL:  Perfectly well, your Honor.19

THE COURT:  I've read every pleading, every20

declaration, so you can summarize the facts, but I don't need21

you to just recite what's in your pleadings.  I've read all22

that, so --23

MR. GRASL:  Thank you for sharing that, your Honor. 24

Less I can talk the better for my voice.  Your Honor, this is25
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not a motion for any type of affirmative relief under Rule 601

as the committee may have stated in their response to our2

motion.  What we are looking for here essentially is to3

clarify and correct the sale order to provide what the4

parties originally intended.  And by nothing new I mean5

everything that has been asked for has already been approved6

and provided for in the sale order.  Essentially what we're7

looking to do is take the process that was already set up in8

this case, the whole sales procedures process which provided9

for the sale -- or excuse me -- the assignment of contracts10

to the buyer, but make it specifically clear that a certain11

contract, those contracts of UnitedHealthcare, my client, are12

encompassed under the definition of the purchased assets13

under the sale order.14

THE COURT:  All the parties have been acting on the15

assumption that the contracts were assumed; isn't that16

correct?17

MR. GRASL:  Yes and no, your Honor.  The buyer was18

acting under that assumption.19

THE COURT:  And UnitedHealthcare was operating --20

MR. GRASL:  UnitedHealthcare was always unclear --21

THE COURT:  Okay.22

MR. GRASL:  -- as to what was going on.23

THE COURT:  However, UnitedHealthcare continued to24

provide coverage; isn't that correct?25
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MR. GRASL:  That's correct.  And when they1

finally -- when the issue came to light essentially was2

because United never got anything specific from either the3

debtors or buyer, for that matter -- at least in its4

understanding, they received nothing from the buyer.  After5

the plan confirmation order was entered in late November, at6

that point the buyer reached out to the debtors and said,7

well, we haven't received anything specific stating that our8

contracts were assumed, so we think they might be rejected,9

and if that's the case, we're going to cancel the policies. 10

This information was then relayed to the buyers, the11

information that as of the end of November, which was like12

five days later, your policies are going to be terminated. 13

The buyer said, "Whoa, wait a minute, that's not -- we don't14

want these policies terminated.  I thought they were assumed15

and assigned to us."  The buyer also sent a letter to my16

client dated September 29th, which was in the papers I filed17

the other day, essentially notifying the buyer this is our18

new name.  This is our new tax identification number.  It was19

meant by the buyer with that letter dated September 29th --20

that was their sort of notice, hey, by the way, the contracts21

are being assumed and assigned to us, but here's our specific22

new information you need to put on the policies, our name. 23

This is our tax ID number.  My client, however, the24

department that received that letter because it was very25
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vague and didn't reference a Bankruptcy Court order or the1

sale and assignment or the assumption and assignment of those2

contracts directly, they didn't know exactly what it meant,3

but the buyer believed that to be notice that we were going4

to be -- the contracts were going to stay in effect and the5

buyer was assuming the contracts.6

So essentially, again, the buyer finally realized7

there's a problem, that there's a miscommunication between8

whether or not our contracts were being assumed and assigned9

or not.  The sale order had already been entered and was10

final.  Confirmation order was already entered and11

essentially final.  So the parties then decided, well, let's12

enter into a letter agreement amongst ourselves, which is13

technically allowed under paragraph 22 of the purchase14

agreement, basically stating it is the intention of the15

debtors and the buyer that these contracts should have been16

assumed and assigned under the sale order and, therefore,17

assigning the contracts by this letter agreement directly to18

the buyer.  And, again, a copy of that December 3rd letter19

was attached as Exhibit C to Docket Number 701.20

There was clearly a mistake in this case, your21

Honor.  The buyer had always intended for these contracts to22

flow through and be assumed and assigned.  My client always23

provided the insurance coverage, again, gave notice at the24

end of the day a final time saying, "Hey, we don't know25
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what's going on, but we think these might be canceled unless1

you tell us differently," and that's when things finally got2

essentially clarified.  We believe there's plenty of good3

reason here.  It was a good faith mistake.  We believe Rule4

60 clearly allows for this Court to look back at its prior5

order and clarify it to maintain that these contracts should6

have been deemed purchased assets and contracts assumed and7

assigned to the buyer under the sale order.  And the fact8

that this preference case came up is really the reason why we9

filed this motion because the parties thought they were fine10

until then, which is the reason why they only did the letter11

agreement.  The original letter that the committee sent to12

UnitedHealthcare dated November 25 went to a lockbox account13

for payments.  Nobody ever received it.  At least nobody14

whoever knew what -- anything to do with it received it.  At15

the same time that letter went out dated November 25, this16

whole issue came to being internally with the buyer, the17

debtors, and UnitedHealthcare where everybody thought we18

better clarify what the sale order says.  This is not an19

attempt to circumvent or parade an imaginary defense to a20

preference case that's pending between my clients and the21

committee.  This was going into effect before anybody had any22

notice that a preference demand was even set.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  Let me hear from -- let me hear24

from the committee.25
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MR. KOCHIS:  Good morning, your Honor.  I always1

strive to find what I believe to be the simplest solution to2

an issue, and I think the simplest solution to the motion in3

front of the Court today is that the order confirming plan4

was entered, and it expressly rejected all executory5

contracts.6

THE COURT:  I'm really struggling with why the7

committee thinks it has any dog in this fight.  Does the8

committee dispute that the -- every party who actually has a9

dog in the fight wants the healthcare -- the contract to be10

assumed?11

MR. KOCHIS:  Well, it seems to me that the only12

party that has a dog in the fight is UnitedHealthcare.  They13

filed this in direct response to the --14

THE COURT:  What about the debtor, the purchaser,15

the purchaser who took some of the employees?  The purchaser16

clearly wants, based on the affidavit, healthcare.  They all17

agreed to assume the contracts.  If that provision had been18

expressly stated in the original sale order, would the19

committee have had standing to object?20

MR. KOCHIS:  No.  If it had been -- absolutely not. 21

If it had been in the sale order, we would be in a completely22

different situation, but the --23

THE COURT:  Why is it any different now?24

MR. KOCHIS:  Because the fact of the matter is they25
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never made an election to do so.  This is an after-the-1

fact --2

THE COURT:  You don't have to make an election.  If3

all the parties agree, it's a done deal, in my view, under4

60.5

MR. KOCHIS:  Your Honor, the --6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

MR. KOCHIS:  Well, I do want to talk about Rule 60,8

but --9

THE COURT:  Let's talk about Rule 60 because I don't10

agree with your simple solution.11

MR. KOCHIS:  Okay.  But let me -- I do want to talk12

about Rule 60, but I do want to touch on the sale order13

because you brought that up.  The way the mechanism was set14

up -- and it was attached as an exhibit to UnitedHealthcare's15

reply brief -- is that a notice went out, and that notice16

indicated these contracts may be assumed or assigned.  And17

afterwards the buyer, Union Partners, had over a month after18

the Court approved and entered the sale order to designate19

whether any of those contracts would be assumed or assigned. 20

They elected not to assume or assign any.  Attached to my21

papers was the executed asset purchase agreement with the22

schedule that says no contracts --23

THE COURT:  Right.  Who didn't -- I'm sorry.  What24

did you just say?  Who didn't elect to assume or assign?25
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MR. KOCHIS:  The buyer because how this was set1

up --2

THE COURT:  But wait a second.  Isn't that -- the3

parties are now saying that was a mistake.  That was a4

mistake, which --5

MR. KOCHIS:  Well, UnitedHealthcare is saying that's6

a mistake.7

THE COURT:  The debtor says it's a mistake in an8

affidavit.  I mean the purchaser says it was a mistake.  I9

view the affidavit filed by Mr. Jones as representing the10

purchaser saying it was a mistake.  You've got the debtor11

saying it was a mistake, you've got the purchaser saying it12

was a mistake, and you've got UnitedHealthcare saying it was13

a mistake, so how under 60(a) or 60(b) does that not give me14

authority to amend the order?15

MR. KOCHIS:  Okay.  Well, then let's move to that. 16

Rule 60(a) allows the Court to correct a clerical error or17

mistake, and the case law on Rule 60(a) indicates that it's18

appropriate when there's a judgment or order that does not19

reflect what the court ordered at trial or otherwise there's20

an error by the clerk.  This is not either of those21

situations.  I do not believe we have a Rule 60(a) situation. 22

And if you read the reply brief, it appears UnitedHealthcare23

has abandoned that Rule 60(a) argument, and they're sticking24

with Rule 60(b).25
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THE COURT:  Okay.1

MR. KOCHIS:  Rule 60(b) --2

THE COURT:  Let's talk about 60(b)(1).3

MR. KOCHIS:  60(b) is very different than 60(a). 4

While 60(a) says court may correct, 60(b) says court may5

relieve a party from a judgment or order.  That is an all or6

nothing proposition.  You are either subject to a court order7

or you are relieved from a court order.  And the Sixth8

Circuit case law is consistent with this principle.  The case9

we cited, the City of Muskegon case, says a court may not10

grant additional affirmative relief under 60(b).  And if you11

look at what UnitedHealthcare is asking, they are not saying,12

"Court, please relieve us from the sale order."  They are13

saying, no, "Please amend the sale order, add in this14

additional language, and state that these two contracts were15

assumed and assigned."  That is additional affirmative16

relief.  That is prohibited under Rule 60(b).  And the only17

case that UnitedHealthcare comes up with, despite the clear18

language of Rule 60(b) and despite the City of Muskegon case19

that we cite in our papers, which is a Sixth Circuit case, is20

the Olle Sixth Circuit decision.  The problem with that case,21

though -- there's two problems.  The first is it's a very22

limited holding.  What happened in that case, the Sixth23

Circuit remanded to the District Court to determine whether24

or not 60(b)(6), the extraordinary and unusual circumstances25
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exception, should apply.  With that narrow holding that the1

Sixth Circuit simply remanded, I'm not sure how that helps2

the Court one way or another in disposing of this motion.3

The second issue is that what happened in that case4

was that the goodwill and the trade name were sold at5

auction, and the auctioneer reported them as not being sold,6

so there was contemporaneous evidence that a mistake had been7

made, and the Court sought to correct to reflect what had8

really happened.9

If you look at what really happened here,10

specifically the supplemental declaration of Mr. Goldstein at11

Docket Number 763, UnitedHealthcare was under the impression12

that debtors were going to get a new health insurance policy,13

and UnitedHealthcare itself thought the contracts had been14

rejected by virtue of the order confirming plan.  There is15

absolutely no contemporaneous evidence that a mistake was16

made.  This is an afterthought.17

THE COURT:  The parties that are affected all18

intended at the time of the sale for there to be healthcare19

in place, and I don't understand why the committee, if they20

could not object to that provision, is now thinking they have21

grounds to object to the assumption.  How is the committee22

prejudiced except it may have some impact on a preference23

action?24

MR. KOCHIS:  That's exactly the point.  This entire25
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motion is brought simply to defeat the preference action. 1

That's the prejudice that the committee would suffer.2

THE COURT:  But if the parties all intended for3

there to be clarity with regards to the transfer of4

healthcare insurance, the preference action is a potential5

windfall based on a mistake.6

MR. KOCHIS:  But there are two issues there.  Number7

one, according to the papers that I read, healthcare coverage8

is still being provided regardless of this issue.9

THE COURT:  Exactly.10

MR. KOCHIS:  This is just an after-the-fact issue to11

try to defend against the preference action, so no one is12

going to lose healthcare coverage.  Healthcare coverage will13

still be --14

THE COURT:  They will lose healthcare coverage if15

the contract is not assumed.16

MR. KOCHIS:  That has not -- that has not been set17

forth.  What was set forth in what I read in the reply is18

that healthcare coverage continues to be provided to this19

day, and the buyer continues to pay for it.20

THE COURT:  And why does it continue to be provided?21

MR. KOCHIS:  Because -- presumably because the22

buyers continue to pay for it.23

THE COURT:  And why do the buyers continue to pay24

for it?25
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MR. KOCHIS:  I guess so there's healthcare coverage1

for their employees.2

THE COURT:  Yes.3

MR. KOCHIS:  Right.4

THE COURT:  They assumed the contract.5

MR. KOCHIS:  But there is no evidence at the time6

that this sale closed that indicates there was any assumption7

or assignment.  The evidence that we have set forth indicates8

the purchaser elected not to assume any.  They elected to9

assume no contracts.  That's what the schedule to the asset10

purchase agreement says.11

THE COURT:  Fair enough.  So there was confusion,12

mistake, and now the parties want to correct the mistake.13

MR. KOCHIS:  Right, but under --14

THE COURT:  Isn't that the purpose of 60(b)(1)?15

MR. KOCHIS:  But under 60(b)(1) that is additional16

affirmative relief.  UnitedHealthcare --17

THE COURT:  I can grant it, though.18

MR. KOCHIS:  Well, but if it's additional19

affirmative relief, that's what 60(b)(1) says the Court20

cannot grant, and I think this is additional affirmative21

relief.  UnitedHealthcare is trying to couch this as, well,22

please designate this as a purchase asset under 363.  This23

isn't what this is.  This is 365.  This is assumption and24

assignment.  This is a different Code provision with25
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different ramifications.  This isn't clarifying that it was a1

purchased asset.  This is, "Court, please amend the sale2

order to declare that these contracts were assumed and3

assigned."  That is additional affirmative relief that was4

not contemplated when that sale order was entered because the5

purchaser elected not to assume.6

THE COURT:  Well, that's your view.  That's the7

committee's view.8

MR. KOCHIS:  Um-hmm.  That's all.  Unless you have9

any questions, that's everything.10

THE COURT:  No.  I have no questions.11

MR. KOCHIS:  Okay.12

THE COURT:  Counsel.13

MR. GRASL:  Your Honor, all I wanted to say was I do14

believe 60(b) in the Supreme Court -- it was mentioned in our15

papers -- the Supreme Court observed that Rule 60(b)16

authorizes discretionary judicial revision of judgments in17

extraordinary circumstances to reflect and confirm the18

Court's own inherent and discretionary power.  I think this19

Court has the ability, your Honor, to -- again, I don't think20

we're seeking -- as counsel alludes, that we're seeking21

anything extraordinarily different from what the sale order22

and whole sale process originally contemplated.  There was a23

procedure set up for the assumption and assignment of24

contracts.  Our client's contract was mistakenly potentially25
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left off a final schedule of assumed contracts at closing. 1

That very well could be the case.  At the end of the day, the2

buyer intended these contracts to be on the list of assumed3

contracts, and it wasn't discovered until after the fact.4

THE COURT:  I'm just looking quickly at the letter,5

that December 3rd letter.6

MR. GRASL:  Okay.7

THE COURT:  Oh, it was actually the 12 -- yeah,8

December 3, 2015.9

MR. GRASL:  Um-hmm.10

THE COURT:  This is the letter sent by11

UnitedHealthcare, and it was requesting confirmation that the12

contracts had been assumed, and it was countersigned on that13

same day by both the buyer and -- by the debtor and the14

purchaser; right?15

MR. GRASL:  That is correct.16

THE COURT:  Okay.  I'm prepared to issue an opinion. 17

The matter before the Court is the motion to amend a sale18

order to clarify and confirm assumption and assignment of19

group medical insurance policies.  The facts are as follows. 20

On August 12, 2015, I entered an order authorizing debtors to21

sell most of their assets to Union Partners I, LLC.  The sale22

closed on September 18th, 2015.  Debtor had provided health23

insurance to its employees through UnitedHealthcare Insurance24

Company.  Many of debtor's employees were retained by Union25
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Partners after the sale.  The sale order did not explicitly1

state that debtor's contract with UnitedHealthcare Insurance2

was assumed.  However, it was -- subsequently, when it came3

to UnitedHealthcare, UnitedHealthcare continued to provide4

insurance, but it was unclear whether the contract had been5

assumed or not.  On December 3rd, 2015, a letter was sent to6

the CRO of debtor -- that's Laura Macero -- and to an7

entity -- to K.C. Jones, who was CFO of the -- an entity that8

is -- well, K.F. Jones is the CFO of Lee Steel Holdings, LLC,9

which is an affiliate of Union Partners.  That letter on the10

23rd was countersigned.  That letter explicitly states that11

all the parties agree that the healthcare insurance12

policies -- that it was the intention that those policies13

would be assigned, assumed -- were to be assumed by the14

purchaser and subsequently assigned.15

On February 26, 2006, UnitedHealthcare Insurance16

filed a motion to amend the sale order.  The motion just17

requests that the sale order be amended to explicitly state18

that Union Partners assumed the contract with19

UnitedHealthcare Insurance and the contract was assigned --20

is assigned to UnitedHealthcare.  On March 11th, 2016, the21

unsecured creditors' committee filed an objection to the22

motion to amend the sale order.  On March 22, 2016, the23

unsecured creditors' committee filed a motion to enforce24

Union Partners' sale order.  That's not the subject of this25
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motion, but I want to talk about it because I think after I1

issue my ruling it's worth talking about.2

The basis of the -- the legal basis for the relief3

being requested by UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company is4

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60, which is made applicable5

to bankruptcy by way of Federal Rule of Bankruptcy Procedure6

9024.  Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60 and Federal Rule of7

Bankruptcy Procedure 9024 provide for relief from a judgment8

or order.  Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(a) states, "The9

court may correct a clerical mistake or a mistake arising10

from oversight or omission whenever one is found in a11

judgment, order, or other part of the record.  The court may12

do so on motion or on its own, with or without notice.  But13

after an appeal has been docketed in the appellate court and14

while it is pending, such a mistake may be corrected only15

with the appellate court's leave."  In re. Walter, 282 F.3d16

434, Sixth Circuit decision from 2002, the order entered by17

the court differed from the court's oral ruling.  The18

affected party brought a motion to clarify, and the court19

granted the motion under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure20

60(b) and amended its -- 60(b)(6) and amended its order.  On21

appeal, the Sixth Circuit held that Federal Rule of Civil22

Procedure 60(b)(6) was not the proper grounds for amending23

the order.  Instead, the court ruled that the order could be24

amended under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(a)(1).  The25
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court stated, quote, "The basic purpose of the rule is to1

authorize the court to correct errors that are mechanical in2

nature that arise from oversight or omission," and I'm going3

to omit the internal citations.  "Clerical mistakes include4

those made by judges as well as ministerial employees.  The5

rule does not, however, authorize the court to revisit its6

legal analysis or otherwise correct an 'error of substantive7

judgment,'" and then the court cites to the Olle case, which8

was just referred to by the unsecured creditors' committee,9

but they go on to quote from the Olle case, and the quote is,10

"One court aptly noted that the basic distinction between11

'clerical mistakes' and mistakes that cannot be corrected12

pursuant to Rule 60(a) is that the former consist of13

'blunders in execution' whereas the latter consist of14

instances where the court changes its mind, either because it15

made a legal or factual mistake in making its original16

determination, or because on second thought it has decided to17

exercise its discretion in a manner different from the way it18

was exercised in the original determination.  Stated19

differently, a court properly acts under Rule 60(a) when it20

is necessary to 'correct mistakes or oversights that cause21

the judgment to fail to reflect what was intended at the time22

of trial.'  In that regard, when a court has undertaken to23

'make the judgment or record speak the truth' rather than24

'something other than what was originally pronounced' the25
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court has not abused its discretion in granting relief under1

Rule 60(a)."  See also In re. Sleepmaster Finance2

Corporation, 284 B.R. 411, a Delaware case from 2002.  In3

that case, the debtor moved to vacate an order which4

authorized the debtor to vacate certain contracts which5

debtor had not intended to reject.  The court granted a6

motion under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(a), although7

it was easy for the court to do that in the Sleepmaster case8

because there was no opposition to the motion, but the court9

stated, "It is clear that the Order may be vacated under10

60(a)(1) since it was entered by mistake or inadvertence11

because it was not the intent of the Debtors to reject12

certain contracts contained on the Exhibit to the Rejection13

Motion."  And the unsecured creditors' committee makes the14

point in this case that at the time of the sale, it may well15

have been the debtor's intention to reject, but based on the16

affidavits and declarations filed with the Court, it's clear17

to the Court, looking at the statements, that it was not a18

specific -- it wasn't rejected or assumed.  It was just an19

unresolved issue which -- the case was in flux.  It20

subsequently worked itself out.  In this case, the parties --21

UnitedHealthcare was operating on the assumption that there22

was going to be a contract in place.  The purchaser, as23

clearly reflected in their countersigning of the letter,24

assumed that the contract was assumed.  There were no25
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subsequent discussions.  In the context of this type of case,1

I find that this -- the intention of the parties -- had the2

issue actually come before the court in some sort of3

contested matter, it was the intention of the parties for the4

healthcare contracts to be assumed and that this can be5

corrected under 60(a).  It's clear from the declarations that6

have been filed that both debtor and purchaser intended for7

the purchaser to assume the contracts with UnitedHealthcare8

Insurance.  The failure to include express language in the9

order was the result of an oversight.  Amending the order to10

correct the oversight simply makes the order reflect the11

parties' intentions.12

The Court notes that the unsecured creditors'13

committee has no substantive grounds for objecting to the14

amendment of the order.  The unsecured creditors' committee15

cannot dispute that debtor and purchasers could have entered16

into this, and the UCC would have had -- the unsecured17

creditors' committee would not have been able to insert an18

objection on the possibility that they could file a19

preference action if it wasn't assumed or rejected.  There's20

just no grounds that I can see substantively for the21

unsecured creditors' committee to argue that this isn't a22

correction of what was intended by the parties.  Be that as23

it may, there are certainly grounds, in the alternative, for24

relief from judgment under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure25
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60(b)(1).  That rule states in relevant part that the -- "On1

motion and just terms, the court may relieve a party or its2

legal representative from a final judgment, order, or3

proceeding for the following reasons:  mistake, inadvertence,4

surprise, or excusable neglect."  Rule 60(b)(1) may be used5

to amend an order regarding a debtor's assumption of certain6

leases to permit the debtor to reject some of the leases it7

had mistakenly assumed.  And I think a case which is very8

instructive in this matter is a case In re. UAL, the United9

Airlines bankruptcy, 411 F.3d 18, a Seventh Circuit decision10

from 2005.  Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b)(1) may also11

be used in the context of setting aside a provision of a sale12

order that mistakenly omitted a term that was agreed to by13

the parties.  This Court finds that Federal Rule of Civil14

Procedure 60(b)(1) requires the Court to grant15

UnitedHealthcare's motion.  The affected parties, debtor,16

purchaser, and UnitedHealthcare, all agree that it was the17

intention of the parties to include the assumption in the18

sale order.  All the affected parties have acted in reliance19

on the assumption of the contract.  The omission of the20

specific language regarding assumption was a mistake.21

The Court also doesn't view the unsecured creditors'22

committee as being prejudiced by the relief requested.  The23

unsecured creditors' committee could not have objected to a24

term that was negotiated between the debtor and the purchaser25
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at the time of the sale, and they have no grounds for1

objecting now except to argue that under the technical2

requirements of Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b)(1) that3

this is substantive post-judgment relief.  The Court views it4

otherwise.  There was an intention to have healthcare in5

place.  The parties concluded that the healthcare that should6

have been in place that everybody acted in reliance on was7

the contracts that were in place at the time of the sale. 8

Under all the case law that's out there, there are no facts9

that are specific to this case, but if you look at the facts10

of the Sixth Circuit Walter case, the Sleepcare case out of11

Delaware that was decided under 60(b)(1), and the United12

Airlines case, all of those cases provide support for the13

argument that either under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure14

60(a) or 60(b)(1) there are grounds for relief.15

As the Court stated in the United Airlines case, 16

"loss of a windfall is not the kind of harm that a court17

should endeavor to avert," end quote, and I view a preference18

recovery based solely on parties' mistake is the type of19

windfall that doesn't constitute prejudice to the unsecured20

creditors' committee that would give the Court grounds under21

(b)(a) -- I mean under 60(a) or 60(b)(1) to deny the relief22

requested.  Therefore, the motion is granted.23

Let me quickly look at the order and see -- as to24

the unsecured creditors' committee's argument, the25
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language -- the Union Partners' sale order is amended solely1

to provide that the policies are purchased assets.  I mean I2

see where the unsecured creditors' committee got the argument3

that they weren't purchased assets.  Isn't it sufficient to4

say -- I mean is that language necessary in the sale order --5

MR. GRASL:  Your Honor, I think we could --6

THE COURT:  -- not that it changes anything, but --7

MR. GRASL:  I think we could live with maybe solely8

to provide --9

THE COURT:  The contracts were assumed.10

MR. GRASL:  -- the policies are assumed and11

assigned.12

THE COURT:  Right.13

MR. GRASL:  I think we can take out that phrase.14

THE COURT:  I'm ruling under 365.  They were -- it15

was the intention of the parties that they be assumed, so16

the -- and I think it's problematic to say that they were --17

it was a contract.  It was an assumption issue.  I think that18

that muddies the waters if this was to go up on appeal.19

MR. GRASL:  Your Honor, I'm fine with removing that20

phrase, "are purchased assets as defined in" --21

THE COURT:  Right.  That such policies -- that is22

meant solely to provide that the -- it should really be that23

the contracts -- I mean but the policies will do, I guess, if24

you -- that the policies -- or the contracts -- I don't know. 25
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You can -- that the contracts related to the UnitedHealthcare1

Insurance policies are assumed by the debtors -- I mean are2

assumed by the purchasers.3

MR. GRASL:  I think it would be assumed by the4

debtors and assigned to the buyers.5

THE COURT:  Are assumed by the debtors and assigned6

to the buyers.  Well, the contracts are being -- they're7

being assumed -- well, they're being assumed by -- they're8

being -- well, they're really being assumed and assigned by9

the buyers, aren't they?  I mean they're --10

MR. GRASL:  Well, I guess it's playing with words,11

your Honor.  I mean my general understanding is that the12

debtors assumed the contract under 365, and those contracts13

are assigned to the third party.  That's generally how I14

always understood it, but --15

THE COURT:  I've never -- I don't -- this was a16

sale.  I mean the contracts were operative at the time --17

MR. GRASL:  Yes.18

THE COURT:  They were operative; right?19

MR. GRASL:  Correct.20

THE COURT:  So they're being assumed by the --21

they're being assumed and assigned.  The assignment part --22

they're being assumed by the purchaser.  They're just being23

assigned because -- in order to -- the technical requirements24

of transferring the language.25
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MR. GRASL:  Your Honor, whatever language works for1

you, I guess I'm fine with you on that one.2

THE COURT:  The contracts related to the3

UnitedHealthcare assets are assumed by the purchasers under4

11 U.S.C., Section 365, and assigned by the debtor to --5

assigned by the debtor to the buyer, so are assumed by the6

purchaser and assigned by the debtor to the -- assigned by7

the debtor to the buyer under 11 U.S.C., Section 365(f).8

MR. GRASL:  Your Honor, generally we use the term9

"buyers."  Can I change the term "purchasers" to "buyers" in10

that first section?11

THE COURT:  Okay.  Are assumed by the buyer. 12

Doesn't matter.  Buyer.13

MR. GRASL:  Yeah.  Okay.14

THE COURT:  So the policies are assumed by the buyer15

under 11 U.S.C., Section 365(b), and assigned by the debtor16

to the buyer under 11 U.S.C., Section 365(f).  No cure. 17

Buyer has no obligations.  And then I'm fine.  Go ahead and18

submit that order.19

MR. GRASL:  All right.  So I'll make those20

corrections, your Honor, and submit that later on this21

afternoon.22

THE COURT:  That's fine.  Now, I just want to talk23

about the motion filed, not that I'm going to rule on it, but24

I got the sense from the motion filed -- and I was only25
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looking at this because I was reading the certifications, and1

then I saw the docket, and it's on the docket, so I think,2

what's that, I'll read it.  I get the sense that the3

unsecured creditors' committee -- I don't get the sense.  The4

unsecured creditors' committee is entitled to look at certain5

books and records that are in the possession of the -- of Lee6

Steel Holdings, LLC, the assignee of Union Partners, and the7

unsecured creditors' committee -- and, Mr. Kochis, you can8

correct me if I'm wrong here -- feels like they are being9

thwarted in those efforts, and there was some implication10

that they were being thwarted because -- well, because of11

this.  I mean I guess this motion isn't directed at12

UnitedHealthcare, but now that this motion is resolved, I13

don't know.  Is it just going to go forward?  Is there any14

truth to that allegation, or is there something that I could15

deal with today that might help with the resolution?  I16

realize you don't represent --17

MR. GRASL:  Yeah.  See, your Honor --18

THE COURT:  You're not here in -- you're19

representing UnitedHealthcare today.20

MR. GRASL:  Correct, your Honor, and I'll be honest21

with you.  I haven't had any discussions with my client of22

the allegations that may have been raised in Mr. Kochis'23

motion with respect to any intentional holdup of information24

from the buyers or access to information, whatever the case25
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may be, so I have really nothing to provide at this point on1

that issue.2

THE COURT:  Yeah.  I mean you're the wrong party, I3

guess.  It was just -- you know, I guess when I was thinking4

about this I had thought there might be somebody representing5

the purchaser here and I could discuss this issue just to try6

and urge the parties to resolve this issue cooperatively,7

but --8

MR. KOCHIS:  Yeah.  I will send this order to Union9

Partners' counsel and maybe see if that shakes things loose.10

THE COURT:  Okay.  I mean the committee is correct11

in its statements that it is entitled -- I mean in that one12

I'm on the side of the committee in the sense that the order13

says what it says about access to information.  Now -- and I14

would just hope that the parties could work cooperatively on15

that.  I'm not ruling on the motion because whether or not16

the facts, as represented, are the facts that -- there may be17

some other holdup.  I mean sometimes it's just a computer18

glitch or it's too expensive or who knows what defenses --19

the debtor isn't -- I mean the purchaser isn't here to20

represent their side of the story, but I would like to see21

that motion be resolved.22

This motion -- the committee felt like they had to23

argue it, and so be it.  I've ruled.  I've ruled on the law,24

but this is -- and had no problem with that.  This motion I25
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would hope could be resolved, but if not, so be it.  I'm1

here.  So go ahead and submit the order.  Make those changes2

that -- I waive presentment because it's clear what I've3

ruled and what is the correct language that I believe4

manifests the intent of the parties, and that is that the5

purchaser intended to assume, the buyer intended to assume,6

and as a result of the assumption, contracts then had to be7

assigned, and that's 365(b) and (f).  It has nothing to do8

with the sale.  These contracts weren't sold.  They were9

assumed.  So that language -- put that language in, and I am10

satisfied that the relief is appropriate under 60(a)(1) or11

60(b)(1).  That's the ruling of the Court.12

MR. KOCHIS:  Thank you.13

MR. GRASL:  Thank you.14

THE COURT:  Thank you very much.15

(Proceedings concluded at 11:21 a.m.)16
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